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HERTZ MARINE BANNER FLAG
110 X 400 cm 
+ TELESCOPIC POLE

HZ M BF.1

DESCRIPTION
Flying banner with high resolution printing on telescopic aluminium support. 
Thanks to the telescopic mechanism of the support and the simple hooking 
system of the banner, it can be set up in seconds, offering an immediate and 
effective communication point. It is perfect for shows and outdoor 
conventions. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
1 2 3

CODE 90305000

90305045
HZ BF HERTZ Banner Flag

90305005 
TP5 FB Flag Bar

90305008
TP5 WB Water Box

MATERIAL Canvas printing Aluminium Plastic

SIZE 110 x 400 cm
43”1/3 x 157”1/2

500 cm
197”

80 x 80 cm
31”1/2 x 31”1/2

BOX Q.ty 1 pc. 1 pc. 1 pc.

PACKAGING 1 nylon bag 1 carton 1 carton

WEIGHT 0,44 kg/1.1 lb. 7,5 kg/16.5 lb. 11 kg/24.3 lb.

SPECIFICATIONS

Remark 1: 
One complete Telescopic Banner assembly is composed of:
1 - nr 1 Banner Flag, you can choose from the various versions available; 
2 - nr 1 TP5 FB - Flag Bar - telescopic pole (code 90305005);
3 - nr 1 TP5 WB - Water Box - support for Flag Bar (code 90305008).
Remark 2: 
Banner Flags are available with different printed graphics. You can purchase one or more versions 
of the Banner Flags, in the quantities you prefer. 
Remark 3: 
Each telescopic assembly is composed of a flag bar and a base to store water, securing  the bar. Please note that 
you always have to order both the Flag Bar (TP5 FB) telescopic pole and the Water Box (TP5 WB) support system 
for the Flag Bar. Any Banner Flag version can be used on the Flag Bar. You can order as many different versions 
of the Banner Flag in any quantity you wish, allowing you to easily change the graphics on each Flag Bar.         
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1_ Place the telescopic support base flat  
on the floor, fill it with water or sand and  
seal the filling hole with the provided cap.

2_ Pull the 
telescopic pole out 
of its bag.

3_ Release the 4 support brackets 
on the pole from their hooks.

4_ Insert the telescopic pole into 
the hole of the base.

5_ Insert the 4 support brackets through 
the 4 angles of the support base.

6_ Attach the 4 support brackets 
with the provided hooks.

7_ Attach the horizontal bracket to the 
vertical pole top with the provided screw.

8_ Attach the short side of the flag to 
the 5 hooks of the pole. 

9_ Pull the structure that is inside
the external pole out until it clicks

10_ Attach the flag side edge to the hooks 
of the inside telescopic structure.

11_ Pull all of the inside poles of 
the telescpic pole out one by one 
until all sections are fully extended 
and the flag is fully exposed.  

12_ Pull the bottom 
hook of the flag as far 
down as possible.

13_ Extend the flag and 
fix the bottom hook with 
the fixing ring, avoiding the 
hook sliding upwards.

TELESCOPIC BANNER _ ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION


